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Abstract—In this paper we present a novel approach to
throughput analysis of synchronous dataflow (SDF) graphs. Our
approach is based on describing the evolution of actor firing
times as a linear time-invariant system in max-plus algebra. Ex-
perimental results indicate that our approach is faster than state-
of-the-art approaches to throughput analysis of SDF graphs. The
efficiency of our approach is due to the exploitation of the regular
structure of the max-plus system’s graphical representation, the
properties of which we thoroughly prove.

Index Terms—dataflow; streaming applications; timing analy-
sis; max-plus algebra

I. INTRODUCTION

Synchronous dataflow (SDF) graphs [1] are well-known

models of computation that are widely used to model real-

time embedded streaming applications. Timing analysis of SDF

graphs aims at finding performance characteristics such as

throughput and latency, which is crucial information when

exploring the design-space of real-time critical systems.

There are two main approaches to the timing analysis of SDF

graphs. The first approach is based on the transformation of an

SDF graph into an equivalent homogeneous SDF (HSDF) graph,

which is then analysed for its critical cycle. A disadvantage

of this approach is that the HSDF graph may become quite

large: in the worst case, its size is exponential in the size

of the corresponding SDF graph. The second, state-of-the-art

approach to timing analysis of SDF graphs is by exploring the

state-space of a simulated self-timed execution until a periodic

phase is found. Such a simulation-based method avoids the

transformation from SDF into HSDF.

In this paper, we present an alternative, analytical approach

to timing analysis of SDF graphs. Our approach consists of a

novel way of constructing a max-plus algebraic description of

the evolution of actor firing times in a self-timed execution of

an SDF graph. As a result, we obtain HSDF-like graphs that

contain significantly fewer edges than the HSDF graph obtained

by the commonly followed transformation from SDF into HSDF.

Furthermore, the graphs obtained by our transformation may

be efficiently analysed for its maximum cycle ratio. This is

due to the regular structure of these graphs, the properties of

which are formally proven.

The main contribution of our work is a sound and new basis

for the formal analysis of SDF graphs using max-plus algebra,

which allows for an efficient method to calculate the throughput

of an SDF graph. We confirm the efficiency of our method by

comparing it with the state-of-the art simulation-based approach

on testsets used in an earlier study [2].

The remainder of this paper is outlined as follows: in

section III, we give a brief introduction to SDF graphs,

equivalent HSDF graphs, max-plus algebra and the graphical

representation of max-plus systems. In sections IV - V we

describe how a linear, time-invariant max-plus system may

be derived from an SDF graph and graphically represented.

Section VI formally proves properties of the structure of

these linear max-plus systems and Section VII describes the

experimental comparison between our approach and the state-

of-the-art simulation-based approach to throughput analysis.

Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper and gives directions

for future work.

II. RELATED WORK

In timing analysis of SDF graphs, the transformation of the

graph into an equivalent HSDF graph is a common step that is

described by various authors, e.g. [1], [3] or [4]. In these papers,

the potentially huge size of the HSDF graph is often given as a

main reason to resort to simulation-based methods [2]. In fact,

in [2] a comparison between a simulation-based approach in

which the state-space of a self-timed execution of an SDF graph

is explored and methods based on analysing the equivalent

HSDF graph has concluded that simulation is a few orders of

magnitude faster. Our approach is based on (smaller) subgraphs

of HSDF graphs, which leads to an analysis that is found to be

a few orders of magnitude faster than simulation on the same

benchmark as used in [2].

The potentially large size of an SDF graph’s equivalent

HSDF graphs has been recognised as a problem in [3], where

the authors describe an approach to reduce the size of an

SDF graph’s equivalent HSDF graph. The main drawback of

their approach is that they require the full HSDF graph to be

constructed first, which is avoided in our approach.

In [5] it is described how reduced HSDF graphs are obtained

from SDF graphs by representing each token in the SDF graph

by a single linear max-plus expression. Although the size of the

reduced HSDF graph may be small for graphs with only very few

tokens, constructing the system involves simulation of the SDF

graph and the symbolic manipulation of max-plus expressions,

which is complicated and requires the administration of all

tokens that are produced and consumed during the execution of
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the SDF graph. Our approach is simpler and does not depend

on the number of tokens in the graph.

III. PRELIMINARIES

In this section we will discuss some specification formalisms

and their relationships, leading to a method for timing analysis

based on constraint graphs rather than on HSDF graphs.

A. SDF graphs

Synchronous dataflow (SDF) graphs are often used to model

streaming applications. We will assume that the reader is

familiar with standard SDF terminology (such as actor, channel,

firing, production/consumption rates, etc), we only define a

few SDF notions that are relevant for this paper.

An SDF graph is consistent if a shortest non-empty sequence

of actor firings exists, which as a whole will effectively leave

the token distribution unchanged. Such a sequence of firings is

called a graph iteration. The repetition vector q of a consistent

SDF graph associates with each actor a the number of times

qa that actor a fires within a single graph iteration.

The time between the start and the completion of a single

firing of an actor a is called the execution time of actor a
and denoted by τa. The throughput of an SDF graph is the

average number of graph iterations that are executed per unit

of time, measured over a sufficientlly large amount of time.

The maximum throughput is attained by a self-timed execution,

which means that each actor fires as soon as it is enabled.

As in [1] we will assume that, whenever enough tokens are

available on the incoming channels of an actor, that actor may

fire several times simultaneously. That is to say, we assume

that enough resources are available to execute several firings

of an actor in parallel.

An example SDF graph is depicted in figure 1(a). The graph

contains 2 initial tokens on channel ba, 1 on channel bb, and 6

on channel cb. Each actor is annotated with its execution time:

2 time units for actors a and b, 3 time units for actor c. The

graph is consistent: a graph iteration consists of 4 firings of

actor a, 2 firings of actor b and 3 firings of actor c. Hence, the

repetition vector of the graph is 〈4, 2, 3〉.
B. Self-timed schedule

The schedule of a self-timed execution of the example graph

is shown in Figure 1(b). It starts with two (parallel) firings

of actor a to consume the two initial tokens from channel ba.

After that, one firing of actor b takes place, then two firings

of a and one of c in parallel, etc. The first iteration finishes at

time 11. The second iteration already starts at time 8 with two

firings of actor a again, and finishes at time 20 after the two

firings of actor c have completed. Of the third iteration only

the initial part consisting of two firings of actor a that start at

time 17 are shown. As shown in this example, iterations may

overlap in time: two firings of actor a of the next iteration

occur in parallel with two firings of actor c in the previous

iteration.

Because of the initial token distribution, the first iteration

takes 11 time units, whereas later iterations take 12 time units.
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(d) Linear Constraint Graph

ta1(k) = tb2(k−1)⊗ 2

ta2(k) = tb2(k−1)⊗ 2

ta3(k) = tb1(k)⊗ 2

ta4
(k) = tb1(k)⊗ 2

tb1(k) = (ta2
(k)⊕ tb2(k−1)⊕ tc2(k−1))⊗ 2

tb2(k) = (ta4
(k)⊕ tb1(k)⊕ tc3(k−1))⊗ 2

tc1(k) = tb1(k)⊗ 3

tc2(k) = tb2(k)⊗ 3

tc3(k) = tb2(k)⊗ 3

(e) Max-Plus equations

Fig. 1. Example SDF graph with several derived representations.

However, because of the fact that iterations overlap in time,

every 9 time units a single iteration is completed. Thus, the

throughput achieved in a self-timed execution of the SDF graph

is 1
9 .

Note that the borderline between iterations depends on the

initial token distribution.

C. HSDF graphs

The standard approach to analyse the timing behaviour of an

SDF graph is by transforming the SDF graph into an equivalent

homogeneous SDF graph (HSDF graph), i.e., into an SDF graph

in which all production and consumption rates are one, using

the well-known procedures found in, e.g., [4] or [6]. Given

an SDF graph, the equivalent HSDF graph is constructed by

creating a vertex for each firing of an actor in the original SDF

graph, and an edge for each produced/consumed token in the
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original SDF graph. Thus (see Figure 1(c)) the first two firings

a1 and a2 of actor a each produce one token onto channel

ab, which both are consumed by the first firing b1 of actor

b. Likewise, firing b2 produces three tokens onto channel bc,
where one token of these three is consumed by firing c2 and

the other two by firing c3.

Note that in general the equivalent HSDF graph can be a

multigraph, i.e., multiple edges may exist between a pair of

vertices, since several tokens may be produced/consumed by a

single firing of an actor. Note also that the order between a1 and

a2 is in fact arbitrary, since both firings occur simultaneaously.

This arbitrary ordering does not affect the timing anlysis of an

HSDF graph.

The tokens produced onto channel ba by firing b2 are in

fact consumed by firings a5 and a6. However, extending the

HSDF graph with an actor for each firing would make the

graph infinite. Therefore, in the HSDF graph actors a1 and a2
also represent firings a5 and a6, respectively. The dots on the

edges b2a1 and b2a2 indicate that these tokens are consumed

by actor a in the next iteration of the SDF graph. In general,

a dot on an edge xy means that the corresponding token is

produced in one iteration and consumed in the next iteration

(see also Figure 1(b)). We call a dot in an HSDF graph a delay,

and remark that an edge may contain zero or more delays to

indicate the number of iterations later that a token is consumed.

We remark that the complexity of the equivalent HSDF

graph is increased (even exponentially) in comparison with

the underlying SDF graph. This increase in complexity is the

primary reason that HSDF graphs are not used in most analysis

methods for SDF graphs, leading to simulation based methods

instead (cf. e.g. [2]). Below we will describe an alternative

perspective on HSDF graphs and derive from that an analysis

method which avoids this increase in complexity.

D. Linear Constraint Graphs

In the above SDF and HSDF graphs were interpreted as

“models of computation”, i.e., actors perform computations, and

tokens denote data elements that are communicated between

actors along channels in specific quantities determined by

production and consumption rates (which are always one in

an HSDF graph). In this section we will introduce a different

perspective, which underlies the remainder of this paper: a

channel in an SDF graph will be interpreted as a constraint for

an actor to fire, thus expressing data dependency rather than

data communication.

In [4] it already was observed that “parallel” edges (tokens)

in an HSDF graph connecting the same pair of nodes (firings)

can be combined into one edge since that does not change the

dependency between the two involved firings. The resulting

graph is called a constraint graph in [4].

Here we extend this interpretation by considering only the

last incoming token which is required by an actor to fire, where

“last” does not refer to the production time of that token, but

to the chosen order for (possibly) simultaneous firings. The

consequence is that several edges become redundant; we will

call the remaining edges the precedence constraints. As a

result, the indegree of each vertex is equal to the indegree of

the corresponding actor in the SDF graph. Figure 1(d) gives

the linear constraint graph (LCG) which is derived from the

HSDF graph in Figure 1(c) (we will motivate the term “linear”

in Section III-E).

For example, firing c2 requires a token from firing b1 and

from firing b2. Since the second one is the last of these two,

the timing of firing c2 only depends on firing b2. Likewise,

firing a2 only depends on firing b2 in the previous iteration.

Note that linear constraint graphs contain (much) fewer

edges than HSDF graphs, which is illustrated in Figure 1. Fewer

edges also means fewer cycles, which severely impacts the

efficiency of algorithms needed for analysis of these graphs

(e.g., maximum cycle ratio algorithms, see [7]).

E. Max-Plus Algebra

Timed synchronous systems may be mathematically de-

scribed using max-plus algebra [8]–[10]. In max-plus algebra,

times at which events (firings) take place are related to times

at which preceding events take place by means of the operators

⊕ (for the maximum of two numbers) and ⊗ (for ordinary

addition), expressing synchronisation and duration, respectively.

We remark that ⊗ is distributive over ⊕.

Writing tx(k) for the moment in time that the kth occurrence

of firing x completes, we now can straightforwardly express

the constraint graph from Figure 1(d) by means of the max-plus

equations in Figure 1(e). For example, the equation

tb1(k) = (ta2
(k)⊕ tb2(k−1)⊕ tc2(k−1))⊗ 2 (1)

expresses that the completion time of the kth occurrence of

firing b1 is 2 time units (the execution time of actor b) after the

latest completion of firings a2 (in the same iteration k), b2 and

c2 (both in the previous iteration k−1). From the self-timed

schedule in Figure 1(b) it follows that in this case c2 is the

latest firing on which b1 depends.

Without going into details we remark that in general the

behaviour of a timed synchronous system can be expressed as a

linear max plus system. The max plus equations in Figure 1(e)

form a linear max plus system, and the graph in Figure 1(d)

is its graphical representation. This motivates our usage of the

term “linear” in “linear constraint graph”.

Many efficient algorithms are available to analyse such

a linear max-plus description [10], [11] or its graphical

representation [7]. The following section describes how the

firing times of actors in an SDF graph can be described by a

linear max-plus system.

IV. LINEAR MAX-PLUS DESCRIPTIONS OF SDF GRAPHS

In this section we will use max-plus algebra to describe the

evolution of actor firing times during the self-timed execution

of an SDF graph. The moments in time that we will use in

max-plus expressions are the completion times of firings. As

explained before, these events are related through precedence

constraints, which are imposed by the channels in an SDF graph:

the times at which an actor may fire depends on the times
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at which sufficient tokens become available on its incoming

channels.

In this section we define, for each SDF channel ab, functions

π̃ab and δab that jointly map each firing bj to a corresponding

firing ai such that edge aibj is the precedence constraint for

firing bj . In order to define these functions, we will write mab

for the production rate of actor a on channel ab, nab for the

consumption rate of actor b on channel ab and dab for the

initial number of tokens on channel ab.
Per SDF channel ab, the time at which actor b may start its

jth firing is constrained by the time at which the last required
token for that firing is produced onto channel ab by actor a. The

completion of the jth firing of actor b requires the production

of at least N = j · nab − dab tokens by actor a.

To find the firing of actor a that must have completed such

that the jth firing of actor b may start, we must thus divide N
by mab and round the result towards the nearest higher integer.

Let i be this firing of a. We call i the predecessor of j on

channel ab, denoted i = πab(j), with πab(j) defined as:

πab(j) =

⌈
j · nab − dab

mab

⌉
. (2)

We can use this predecessor function to relate the completion

times of an actor’s firings to the times at which firings of other

actors complete. Let tb(j) denote the time at which actor b
completes its jth firing and E the set of channels in the SDF

graph. The following max-plus expression then captures the

precedence constraint for firings of actor b, due to the actor’s

incoming channels:

tb(j) =
⊕
ab∈E

ta (πab(j))⊗ τb. (3)

These constraints may not generally be expressed as a linear
time-invariant max-plus system [8]. In parlance of system

theory, the system expressed by (3) is a so-called linear time-
variant system, since πab(j) may not generally be replaced by

j − k (for some k ∈ N).

For consistent SDF graphs however, equation (3) is pe-
riodically time-variant and may be expressed by a linear

time-invariant system by a change of variables: We let bj(k)
denote the jth firing of actor b in the (k + 1)th iteration, thus

tbj (k) = tb(j+k · qb). Note that j ∈ {1, . . . , qb}. By changing

variable b into bj , equation (3) may be rewritten as follows:

tbj (k) =
⊕
ab∈E

ta

(⌈
j · nab + k · qb · nab − dab

mab

⌉)
⊗ τb. (4)

Since in a single iteration of a consistent SDF graph, with

repetition vector q, the number of tokens produced onto each

channel is equal to the number of tokens consumed from that

channel, we have qb ·nab = qa ·mab. We use this to simplify (4)

into:

tbj (k) =
⊕
ab∈E

ta (πab(j) + k · qa)⊗ τb. (5)

To complete the change of variables, we must rewrite

ta(πab(j) + k · qa) as ta(i + m · qa), which we then write

as tai
(m), with i ∈ {1, . . . , qa}. Terms i and m are obtained

by applying basic modular arithmetic. Note that since we

number an actor’s firings starting with one, decrements and

increments by one are required. Let π̃ab(j) be the firing index
of πab(j) within a graph iteration, defined as follows:

π̃ab(j) = (πab(j)− 1) mod qa + 1, (6)

and (δab + 1) the iteration index: the index of the iteration in

which the firing takes place, given by:

δab(j) =

⌊
πab(j)− 1

qa

⌋
. (7)

The following expression then completes the change of

variables and gives a linear time-invariant system:

tbj (k) =
⊕
ab∈E

taπ̃ab(j)
(k + δab(j))⊗ τb. (8)

As an example, consider the SDF graph depicted in Figure 1(a).

The time-variant precedence constraint for actor b is:

tb(j) =

(
tb(j − 1)⊕ ta(2j)⊕ tc

(⌈
3j − 6

2

⌉))
⊗ 2. (9)

Because actor b fires two times in a single iteration (its entry

qb in the repetition vector equals 2), we replace b by the two

variables b1 and b2. We then have tb1(k) = tb(1 + k · qb)
and tb2(k) = tb(2 + k · qb). In other words, tb1 and tb2 are

calculated from tb(j) by substituting j with respectively 1+2k
and 2+2k in (9). The resulting linear, time-invariant equations

for actor b and the other actors in the SDF graph are shown in

Figure 1(e).

V. LINEAR CONSTRAINT GRAPH GENERATION

As explained in Section III the linear time-invariant max-

plus system expressed by equation (8) may be graphically

represented by a linear constraint graph (LCG). In Section V-B

below we present an algorithm to generate the LCG directly

from a given SDF graph without first having to produce the

equivalent HSDF graph.

The algorithm assumes that the SDF graph is simple, i.e., in

case an SDF graph is a multigraph, we first have to remove

the parallel edges that exist between the same pair of actors.

A. Reducing consistent SDF multigraphs

In an SDF multigraph, multiple channels may exist between

two actors, in which case the channels are said to be parallel.
Each of these parallel channels results in a different set of

max-plus equations. However, in a consistent SDF multigraph,

parallel channels may be sorted by the strength of the

precedence constraints they imply. A set of parallel channels

may then be replaced by the channel that imposes the strongest

constraint.

In order to sort channels by the strength of their imposed

precedence constraints, their rates first need to be equalised:

Since multiplying a channel’s rates and initial tokens with the

same constant does not alter the channel’s imposed precedence

constraint (the reader may verify this using the definition

of πab), we may choose suitable integers and multiply each
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Fig. 2. An SDF multigraph may be transformed into a simple directed graph
by equalising the rates of channels between two actors. Only a single channel
that has the minimum number of initial tokens needs to be retained.

channel’s production (or consumption) rate such that each

channel has the same production (or consumption) rate. In case

the SDF multigraph is consistent, each of the parallel channels

will then have the same consumption (or production) rate as

well (this follows directly from the fact that in a consistent

graph we have mab · qa = nab · qb for any channel ab).
If parallel channels have equal production rates and equal

consumption rates, the strongest precedence constraints are

imposed by the channel with the fewest tokens. Hence, for a

pair of parallel channels, we may remove the SDF channel that,

after equalising the channels’ rates, has the most initial tokens

(see Figure 2). Note that this is a straightforward generalisation

of the transformation of an HSDF multigraph to a simple graph

found in [4].

B. Algorithm to generate the LCG

In this section we present an algorithm to generate the LCG

from a consistent SDF graph (Algorithm 1). Based on the

repetition vector, the algorithm first creates a node for every

firing, and then for every SDF channel ab functions π̃ab and

δab calculate the corresponding firing i of actor a that produces

the last token needed by each firing j of actor b. Then only

the edges aibj are added to the LCG.

Note that the LCG is generated directly, i.e., withoug going

through the HSDF expansion. As an example, the LCG as shown

in Figure 1(d) may be generated by applying Algorithm 1 to

the SDF graph of Figure 1(a).

Algorithm 1 Transforms a consistent SDF graph into an LCG

Let G be a simple, consistent SDF graph

Let q be the repetition vector of G
Let H be an empty LCG

for each actor a in G do
Add vertices a1 . . . aqa to H

end for

for each channel ab in G do
for j = 1 . . . qb do

i← π̃ab(j)
add edge aibj with −δab(j) delays to H

end for
end for

As we will demonstrate in the following section, the structure

of an LCG may be exploited to allow for a much more efficient

analysis, in which only a subgraph of the LCG is explored.

a b
2

7
3
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(a) SDF graph

a1

a2

a3

b1

b2

(b) Constraint graph

Fig. 3. An SDF graph and its corresponding constraint graph. The constraint
graph contains two cycles, each of which has the same cycle ratio.

VI. THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS OF SDF GRAPHS

The throughput of an SDF graph is the average number of

iterations that are completed per unit of time. Since the LCG

of an SDF graph has exactly one vertex for each firing of a

single graph iteration, the SDF graph’s throughput is equal to

the minimum of the average number of firings per unit of time

over all vertices in the constraint graph. It is well known (see

for example [7] or [12]) that this minimum average firing time

is determined by the maximum cycle ratio of the LCG, which

is the maximum of the cycle ratios of all simple cycles in the

graph, where the cycle ratio λ of a cycle C is defined as:

λ(C) =

∑
aibj∈C τb∑

aibj∈C −δab(j)
. (10)

A cycle that has the maximum cycle ratio is said to be a critical
cycle. Note that a constraint graph may contain multiple critical

cycles, see for example the constraint graph shown in Figure 3,

which contains 2 critical cycles.

Since the Linear Constraint Graph of an SDF graph may be

quite large, we shall first investigate its structure for regularity

and redundancy that may be exploited. This structure becomes

especially apparent when constraint graphs are depicted in

the column-wise representation of Figure 4(b): we group

vertices that represent firings of the same SDF actor into

columns, and (vertically) order the vertices by the index of

the firing they represent. The following sections describe the

structural properties of Linear Constraint Graphs, starting with

the simplest graph (the LCG that represents a single SDF

channel), followed by more complex graphs that represent

SDF paths, cycles and, finally, full SDF graphs. For the sake of

readability, formal proofs for the statements that are made in

these sections have been moved to the appendix.

A. Defining the structure of the Linear Constraint Graph:
parallel and crossing edges

The structure of the Linear Constraint Graph that represents

a single SDF channel emerges from the in-order token con-

sumption (tokens are consumed in the same order they are

produced) and the SDF graph’s balance equations.

The graph’s balance equations state that on SDF channel ab,
tokens produced by qa firings of actor a are consumed by qb
firings of actor b. Due to the presence of initial tokens on the

channel, these qb firings may span at most two consecutive

graph iterations (this is the case when the number of initial

tokens on the channel is not a multiple of the channel’s
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consumption rate). In other words, the number of delays on

any two edges in the LCG of an SDF channel can not differ by

more than one.

The in-order token consumption orders the number of delays

on edges leaving vertices that represent consecutive firings of

actor a: if ai and aj are two vertices in the LCG with j > i,
then the number of delays on any edge leaving aj can not be

lower than the number of delays on any edge leaving ai.
A direct result of these two basic rules is that for disjoint

edges (two edges are disjoint if they share neither source nor

sink) that represent the same SDF channel, the number of

delays may be inferred simply by looking at the firing indices

of the edges’ sources and sinks. We introduce the following

terminology to formalise the structure of a linear constraint

graph of a single SDF channel:

Definition 1 (parallel and crossing edges). Let e1 = ai1bj1 and
e2 = ai2bj2 be two edges (with i1 = π̃ab(j1) and i2 = π̃ab(j2))
in the linear constraint graph that represents SDF channel ab.
The relations parallel and crossing are defined as follows:
• e1 is crossing with e2, denoted e1 ∦ e2, if:

(i2 > i1 ∧ j2 < j1) ∨ (i2 < i1 ∧ j2 > j1).

• e1 is parallel with e2, denoted e1 ‖ e2, if:

(i1 > i2 ∧ j1 > j2) ∨ (i1 < i2 ∧ j1 < j2).

Note that our definition of parallel edges in an LCG should

not be confused with parallel edges found in a multigraph

(where they refer to multiple edges having the same source

and sink vertex).

Two crossing edges can not have the same number of delays,

since in that case tokens would be consumed out of order

(tokens produced by a firing are consumed before tokens

produced by an earlier firing are consumed). Therefore, one

edge must have precisely one delay more than the other. This

is formalised in the following proposition:

Proposition 1 (different delays on crossing edges). Let ai1bj1
and ai2bj2 be two crossing edges in the constraint graph that
represents SDF channel ab, with delays k1 and k2, respectively,
and with i2 > i1 (and thus j2 < j1). Then k2 = k1 + 1.

Following a similar reasoning we may infer that two parallel

edges in the constraint graph of SDF channel ab carry the same

number of delays:

Proposition 2 (same delays on parallel edges). Let ai1bj1
and ai2bj2 be two parallel edges in the constraint graph that
represents SDF channel ab, with delays k1 and k2, respectively,
and with i2 > i1 (and thus j2 > j1). Then k2 = k1.

B. Properties of paths and cycles in linear constraint graphs

The relationship between parallel (and crossing) edges and

their delays can be extended to disjoint paths (two paths are

disjoint if no vertex is shared between the paths) in an LCG.

Instead of two actors a and b and one channel ab, we now

consider the situation in which we have n actors a1, a2, . . . , an,

and (at least the) SDF channels a1a2, a2a3, . . ., an−1an. In

the LCG such a sequence of channels is represented by several

paths, the indices of which are now denoted as superscripts,

so (ai11 ai22 . . . a
in−1

n−1 a
in
n ) denotes such a path in which channel

akak+1 is represented by the edge aikk a
ik+1

k+1 . We refer to a

path by the sequence of its vertices and denote the delay of a

path P (i.e., the sum of the delays of its edges) by |P |d. Paths

are assumed to be simple, i.e., no vertex is repeated in a path.

Similar to the definitions for edges in an LCG, we introduce

the following terminology:

Definition 2 (parallel and crossing paths). Let G be the LCG

representing a path P = (a1a2 . . . an−1an) in a consistent
SDF graph. Furthermore, let Pi = (ai11 ai22 . . . a

in−1

n−1 a
in
n ) and

Pj = (aj11 aj22 . . . a
jn−1

n−1 a
jn
n ) be two disjoint paths in G. Then

Pi and Pj are:
• parallel, denoted Pi ‖p Pj , if (j1 > i1 ∧ jn > in) ∨ (j1 <

i1 ∧ jn < in).
• crossing, denoted Pi ∦p Pj , if (j1 > i1∧jn < in)∨ (j1 <

i1 ∧ jn > in).

Analogous to the case of disjoint edges, the relative delays

on parallel and crossing paths depend only on the first and

last vertices of the paths. This property can be derived from

Propositions 1 and 2 in a straightforward way, using induction

on the number of actors represented by the paths, and is

formally stated in the following lemma.

Lemma 1 (relative delays on disjoint paths). Let Pi =
(ai11 . . . ainn ) and Pj = (aj11 . . . ajnn ) be two paths representing
the same n actors and n− 1 channels, with i1 > j1. Then:
(1) |Pi|d = |Pj |d if Pi and Pj are parallel;
(2) |Pi|d = |Pj |d + 1 if Pi and Pj are crossing.

An important consequence of the above lemma is the

following: If we have three pairwise disjoint paths and each

crosses at least one of the other two paths, then two of these

three paths must be parallel. Furthermore, if a path crosses two

other, disjoint paths, these two paths must be parallel. These

two implications are captured in the following corollary, which

follows directly from the above lemma.

Corollary 1 (restrictions on disjoint paths). Let Pi =
(ai11 . . . ainn ), Pj = (aj11 . . . ajnn ) and Pk = (ak1

1 . . . akn
n ) be

three disjoint paths, with k1 > j1 > i1. Furthermore let Pi

cross Pj . Then:
(1) if Pj and Pk cross, then Pi and Pk do not cross;
(2) if Pj and Pk are parallel, then Pi and Pk cross.

Note that the results of the above lemma and its corollary

also hold if we consider walks instead of paths (so nodes may

be repeated) in the SDF graph, as long as the sequence of

actors of the two walks is the same and between every pair of

successive actors there is a channel represented by an edge in

the walks. In particular, the result also holds for closed walks,

i.e. walks for which the first and last actor are identical. We

show below how this can help us to analyse the behaviour of

an SDF graph that consists of a single (simple) directed cycle.

Let the consistent SDF graph with repetition vector q be a
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a1 a2 a3
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5

5

6

(a) SDF graph

a1 a2 a3 a1

(b) Linear Constraint graph

a1 a2 a3 a1

(c) Cycle-induced subgraph

Fig. 4. An SDF graph and its corresponding LCG in a column representation,
with actor a1 duplicated. The rightmost figure depicts the cycle-induced
subgraph of the LCG, which is obtained by retaining all nodes and edges that
lie on a cycle. There are two cycles of length 6 in the LCG, and both cycles
have a delay of one.

directed cycle consisting of actors a1, a2, . . . , an and channels

a1a2, a2a3, . . . , an−1an, ana1. Then the LCG has a sequence

of qk = qak
nodes a1k, a

2
k, . . . , a

qk
k for every actor ak, and

edges aika
j
k+1 (and aina

j
1) representing the firings, as defined

before. For convenience, we repeat the sequence of q1 nodes

for actor a1 at the end and think of the LCG as an array of

n+ 1 columns, where the sequences of nodes representing the

actors are ordered from left to right, and where the leftmost

and rightmost sequences are identical, representing the actor

a = a1 (see Figure 4(b)). To distinguish these two sequences,

we denote the leftmost sequence by L = L(a) and the rightmost

by R = R(a).

Now consider the Linear Constraint Graph’s cycle-induced
subgraph. This graph is obtained by removing all edges and

vertices from the LCG graph that do not lie on a cycle (see

Figure 4(c)) and consists of a number of disjoint paths (since

each vertex has an indegree of one), each of which starts in

L and ends in R. Furthermore, if there are n paths in the

subgraph, each column contains precisely n vertices. Because

each path has the same length and the (relative) delay of a

path is (by Lemma 1), fully determined by its start and end

vertices, we choose to compactly represent the cycle-induced

subgraph by a permutation ρ : {1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , n}. This

permutation maps the index of a vertex in L to the index of a

vertex in R, where the index of a vertex is based on the natural

ordering of vertices representing the same actor (i.e., aik < ajk
if i < j). In the remainder of this section, we shall refer to

1

i
i+ 1

n

1

ρ(i)

ρ(i) + 1

n

(a) parallel paths

1

i
i+ 1

n

1

ρ(n)

ρ(1)

n

(b) crossing paths

Fig. 5. Structure of the permutation ρ

vertices (in L and R) by their index; paths in the cycle-induced

subgraph then start in a node i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and terminate in

ρ(i) ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Representing the cycle-induced subgraph as a permutation

on a set of integers reveals a clear structure in Linear Constraint

Graphs that represent SDF cycles. Consider the case where

two parallel paths start in subsequent vertices, indexed i and

i+ 1. Using the lemma stated above and its corollary we may

derive that these paths also terminate in subsequent vertices,

or ρ(i + 1) = ρ(i) + 1 (see Figure 5(a)), which leads to the

following proposition:

Proposition 3. Let Pi and Pi+k be two parallel paths that
start in vertices indexed i and i+ k, respectively, with k > 0.
Then ρ(i+ k) = ρ(i) + k.

For crossing paths, a similar relation in terms of ρ exists.

This is illustrated in Figure 5(b) and may be understood

by considering two crossing paths Pi and Pi+1 that start in

subsequent vertices i and i+ 1, respectively. We may divide

the set of paths in two subsets: the first subset contains all

paths starting in vertices 1, 2, . . . , i, and the second contains

all paths starting in vertices i+2, . . . , n. By Corollary 1, both

subsets contain pairwise parallel paths. Furthermore, each path

in one subset crosses all other paths in the other subset. As a

consequence, we must have ρ(i) = n and ρ(i+ 1) = 1. The

following proposition formally generalises this conclusion:

Proposition 4. Let Pi and Pi+1 be two crossing paths that
start in subsequent vertices indexed i and i+ 1, respectively.
Then ρ(i+ k) = k for k > 0 and ρ(i− k) = n− k for k ≥ 0.

We are now ready to move from paths in the LCG to cycles.

A simple cycle in the LCG may be constructed by repeatedly

applying the permutation ρ until the start vertex is reached

again. For this, let ρk+1(i) = ρ(ρk(i)) and ρ1(i) = ρ(i). Due

to the structure of the LCG, any two (simple) cycles in the

graph must have the same cycle ratio. This is formally stated

in the following theorem and proven (in the appendix) by

exploiting the definition of ρ. Note that the theorem is not

restricted to simple SDF cycles, but applies to any closed walk

in the SDF graph.

Theorem 1 (Two cycles have the same length and delay).
Let G be the cycle-induced subgraph of the Linear Con-
straint Graph corresponding to an SDF cycle, and let Ci =
{i, ρ(i), . . . , ρni(i) = i} and Cj = {j, ρ(j), . . . , ρnj (j) = j}
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be two disjoint simple cycles in G. Then ni = nj and
|Ci|d = |Cj |d.

C. Throughput analysis of arbitrary SDF graphs

Theorem 1 provides an efficient approach to throughput

analysis of SDF cycles. Rather than constructing the full LCG

of an SDF cycle, it suffices to pick a random vertex and follow

edges in reverse direction until a cycle is found. By Theorem 1,

this cycle must then be (one of) the graph’s critical cycle(s).

A straightforward question is whether the same approach

works for arbitrary SDF graphs: Can we choose a random

vertex and restrict the search for a critical cycle to the subgraph

reachable (by following edges in reverse direction) from the

initial vertex? In this section we show that this is indeed the case

for strongly connected SDF graphs (note that the throughput of

an SDF graph that is not strongly connected may be calculated

from the throughputs of its strongly connected components, as

is described in [13]).

An important property in understanding why this approach

works, concerns the reachability of vertices in an LCG. This is

formalised in Proposition 5, which immediately follows from

the fact that in a strongly connected SDF graph each actor has

at least one incoming channel. Hence, in the LCG each vertex

has a nonzero indegree and thus is reachable.

Proposition 5 (reachability). Let a and b be actors in a
consistent and strongly connected SDF graph with repetition
vector q. Then for each vertex bj that represents the jth firing
of actor b there exists an i such that the LCG contains a path
from ai to bj .

In words, Proposition 5 states that if, by following edges in

reverse, actor a is reachable from actor b, then from any vertex

that represents a firing of actor b we may reach a vertex that

represents a firing of actor a. We use this fact together with

Theorem 1 to derive the important result that only a subgraph

of the LCG needs to be explored for its critical cycle:

Theorem 2 (Subgraph analysis). Let G be the LCG that
represents (consistent) SDF graph Gsdf, and s an arbitrary
vertex in G. Furthermore, let H be the induced subgraph of G
that consists of those vertices from which a path to s exists.
The maximum cycle ratio of H is the maximum cycle ratio of
G.

Theorem 2 implies that it is not necessary to explore the

entire LCG for its critical cycle. More specifically, it does not

matter whether the LCG is strongly connected or not. We may

thus, in a similar way to the approach for SDF cycles proposed

in the previous section, choose an arbitrary root vertex in the

LCG and search the induced subgraph that consists of vertices

from which the root vertex is reachable, for its critical cycle.

VII. RESULTS

Theorem 2 yields the basis for an algorithm to analyse an

SDF graph for its throughput: We start by constructing the LCG ,

using a random vertex as a starting point. After constructing the

LCG, we use the algorithm described in [12] to find the graph’s

maximum cycle ratio. Note that in [2], the same algorithm was

applied to equivalent HSDF graphs.

To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach to throughput

analysis, we have compared the performance (in runtime) of

our LCG-based method with the state-of-the-art state-space

exploration approach described in [2]. To evaluate state-space

exploration, we have used the publicly available SDF3 toolkit

[14], which contains several algorithms for SDF graphs. The

comparison we make in this paper is similar to the comparison

included in [2], where state-space exploration was compared

with methods based on constructing equivalent HSDF graphs.

For the sake of comparison, we have used the same three sets

of SDF graphs that were used in [2] as a benchmark to compare

the performance of state-space exploration with HSDF-based

approaches. Each of these testsets contains 100 graphs that are

randomly generated with different parameters set to generate

different classes of graphs:

Mimic DSP: This set contains 100 random graphs in

which production rates, consumption rates and execution times

are all small. These settings make the graphs representative

for DSP applications.

Large HSDFG: This set contains graphs in which the

rates are such that the equivalent HSDF graph is very large.

In [2], this set was found to be particularly difficult to be

processed efficiently for methods based on constructing an

equivalent HSDF graph.

Long Transient: This set contains graphs in which the

self-timed schedule starts with a rather long transient phase

before settling in a periodic phase. These graphs thus represent

the most difficult input for the state-space exploration method.

For each graph, the runtime of our method (generating the

LCG and finding its maximum cycle ratio) and of state-space

exploration (using the sdf3analysis-sdf tool from SDF3)

was measured. Measurements were repeated 50 times. Results

were obtained on an Intel Xeon CPU core running at 2.40GHz

within a 24-core machine with 64GB of RAM. Table I shows

the average and variance of the measured runtimes for the two

approaches on the three different test sets. The results clearly

indicate that our approach based on the analysis of an LCG

outperforms the simulation-based approach by several orders

of magnitude.

Improvement over state-space exploration was highest for

the ’Long Transient’ set, which is to be expected since these

graphs have a longer transient phase, which affects state-space

exploration.

The ’Large HSDFG’ set was, in terms of runtime, the most

difficult set for our method to analyse. This result is mostly

due to the size of the LCGs, which although smaller than the

equivalent HSDF graphs usually obtained, may still be quite

large. We remark that in [2] it was found that for some of

the SDF graphs in this set, the HSDF-based analysis could

not be completed within 30 minutes, due to the expensive

transformation from SDF to HSDF. From this perspective,

the observed runtimes on the ’Large HSDFG’ set clearly

demonstrate the effectiveness of the LCG-based approach.
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TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE TWO METHODS ON THE THREE TEST SETS.

Mimic Large Long
DSP HSDFG Transient
State-space exploration

avg [s] 1.1× 10−3 6.6× 10−2 4.2× 10−1

var [s2] 2.1× 10−5 2.3× 10−1 1.7× 10−2

max [s] 6.5× 10−2 5.0 1.1
Linear Constraint Graph

avg [s] 5.6× 10−5 1.1× 10−3 1.7× 10−4

var [s2] 5.3× 10−8 2.7× 10−5 1.4× 10−7

max [s] 1.0× 10−3 5.3× 10−2 1.0× 10−3

TABLE II
AVERAGE GRAPH SIZES

Mimic Large Long
DSP HSDFG Transient

SDF Graphs
vertices 20.0 13.4 284
edges 24.4 21.7 359

Equivalent HSDF Graphs
vertices 1008 8166 284
edges 3151 95321 359

Linear Constraint Graphs
vertices 119 (11.8%) 754 (9.2%) 284 (100%)
edges 151 (4.8%) 1202 (1.3%) 359 (100%)

For the state space exploration method (see table I) the high

variance in runtime of 0.23 s2, in comparison to the average

execution time of 0.066 s, shows that for this method too

some of the graphs require a large amount of time. This is

also illustrated by the rather high recorded maximum runtime

(5.0 seconds) required by state-space exploration. The runtime

of our method on the ’Large HSDFG’ set, however, was never

slower than 53 ms, shows a much lower variance and a 60

times lower average.

The measured variance for state space exploration shows a

remarkable difference with the results obtained earlier in [2],

where the variance reported for the ’Large HSDFG’ set was

lower than the variance measured on the ’Long Transient’

set, whereas in our results it was higher. We have no clear

explanation for this inconsistency.

For each SDF graph in the three testsets, the number of

vertices and edges in the LCG as well as the number of actors

and channels in the equivalent HSDF graphs was recorded.

Table II shows the average reduction achieved by an LCG when

compared to an SDF graph’s equivalent HSDF graph. Note that

the ’Long Transient’ testset contains SDF graphs which are

in fact HSDF graphs and thus can not be represented more

compactly by an LCG. The percentages included in the last two

rows of the table indicate the amount of vertices and edges

relative to the equivalent HSDF graph. An important observation

from Table II is the apparent redundancy found in equivalent

HSDF graphs: not only do the LCGs contain much fewer edges

than HSDF graphs, but large parts of the HSDF graph are simply

not needed by the analysis.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have presented a novel approach to timing

analysis of SDF graphs. At the basis of this approach is a

max-plus algebraic representation of a consistent SDF graph

as a linear, periodically time-variant system, followed by a

transformation into a linear time-invariant system by a change

of variables. The Linear Constraint Graphs we derive are

smaller (i.e., have fewer vertices and edges) than equivalent

HSDF graph usually derived from an SDF graph. This is achieved

by exploiting the regular structure of an LCG, the properties

of which we thoroughly prove. Results convincingly show

that throughput analysis based on finding the maximum cycle

ratio in an SDF graph’s LCG is faster than the state-of-the-art

state-space exploration method.

The regular structure of the constraint graph provides a basis

for new and efficient timing analysis techniques for SDF graphs.

In our current and future work we aim at further improvement

of our method by pruning the SDF graph before its LCG is

constructed, and running an extensive comparison between

simulation-based methods and our method on more general

classes of graphs, such as Cyclo-Static Dataflow [15] and

Weighted T-Systems [16].
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APPENDIX

This appendix contains the proofs for the statements in

Section VI, in order of appearance.

Proof of Proposition 1: First of all, since i1 = π̃ab(j1)
and i2 = π̃ab(j2), we have π̃ab(j2) > π̃ab(j1). Furthermore,

since j2 < j1, we have πab(j2) < πab(j1). It then follows that

δab(j2) < δab(j1). Edge ai2bj2 thus has more delays (recall

that the number of delays on an edge is −δab(j)) than edge

ai1bj1 . The fact that the number of delays on the two edges

can not differ by more than one completes the proof.

Proof of Proposition 2: j2 > j1 gives πab(j2) > πab(j1)
and i2 > i1 gives π̃ab(j2) > π̃ab(j1). It then follows that

δab(j2) = δab(j1).

Proof of Lemma 1: We prove this by induction on the

number of actors n of the paths. First of all, note that aikk = ajkk
for all k = 1, 2, . . . , n since two distinct edges can not have

the same sink (and by assumption the inequality holds for

k = 1). In case n = 2 both paths are edges and we obtain

the result from Propositions 1 and 2. Next, suppose the result

holds for all paths with at most n actors, and consider two

paths Pi and Pj with n+ 1 ≥ 3 actors and with final edges

ei = ainn a
in+1

n+1 and ej = ajnn a
jn+1

n+1 , respectively. We assume

again that i1 > j1. There are four cases to consider, depending

on the relative orders of in, jn and in+1, jn+1. If jn < in
(jn > in) and jn+1 < in+1, then the paths Pi − a

in+1

n+1 and

Pj − a
jn+1

n+1 are parallel (crossing) and ainn a
in+1

n+1 and ajnn a
jn+1

n+1

are parallel (crossing), and the claims follow by induction and

by Propositions 1 and 2. The other two cases are similar.
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Proof of Corollary 1: Both claims may be easily proven

by contradiction using Lemma 1. As the proofs for both claims

is similar, it suffices to prove claim (1). Assume paths Pi

and Pk do cross. Then by Lemma 1, Pi, Pj and Pk must

all have different delays, in particular |Pi|d = |Pj |d. But

since k1 > j1 and k1 > i1, by the same lemma we have

|Pk|d = |Pi|d + 1 and |Pk|d = |Pj |d + 1, which implies

the contradiction |Pi|d = |Pj |d.

Proof of Proposition 3: Let k = 1. Note that since

Pi and Pi+1 are parallel, we have ρ(i + 1) > ρ(i). Assume

ρ(i+1) > ρ(i)+1. There must exist j such that ρ(j) = ρ(i)+1.

Let Pj be the path that connects j with ρ(i)+1. In case j < i,
we have Pj ∦p Pi and Pj ‖p Pi+1. By Corollary 1 however,

we have Pj ∦p Pi+1, which is a contradiction. The assumption

that j > i + 1 leads to a contradiction in a similar way. We

thus have ρ(i+1) = ρ(i)+1, and by straightforward induction

on k it follows that ρ(i+ k) = ρ(i) + k.

Proof of Proposition 4: Assume ρ(i + 1) > 1. There

must exist j such that ρ(j) = 1. Let Pj be the path that

connects j with ρ(j). In case j < i, we have Pj ‖p Pi+1 and

Pj ‖p Pi. By Corollary 1 however, we have Pi ∦p Pj , which

is a contradiction. In case j > i + 1, we have Pj ∦p Pi

and Pj ∦p Pi+1, which again contradicts Corollary 1, thus

ρ(i + 1) = 1. Following a similar reasoning it follows that

ρ(i) = n. By straightforward induction on k it follows that

ρ(i+ k) = k and ρ(i− k) = n− k.

Proof of Theorem 1: Let G consist of N paths. We may

define ρ as follows: ρ(i+k) = (ρ(i) + k − 1) mod N +1, for

some k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Using the definition of ρ, the length l of

a cycle starting at vertex a may be calculated by finding the

minimum positive value of l that satisfies the linear congruence:

a + l · k ≡ a (mod N). This solution l is independent of a,

which implies ni = nj . Since a cycle is a path that starts and

ends in the same vertex, C1 and C2 are parallel paths. Then

by Lemma 1, C1 and C2 must have the same delay.

Proof of Theorem 2: Let the critical cycle in G be

C = (ai11 . . . ainn = ai11 ). Cycle C is contained in the

LCG that corresponds to a cycle W in the SDF graph, with

W = (a1, a2, . . . , an = a1) (Note that this cycle may be a

walk in the SDF graph, i.e., vertices may be repeated).

We prove the theorem by contradiction. Let H not contain

C. Then s obviously does not lie on C. Furthermore, there is

no path from a vertex on C to s, since if this were the case,

C would be in H.

Now choose a vertex v = aim1 that is not reachable from

C, but from which there is a path to s (i.e., v is in H). By

Proposition 5, such a vertex can always be found. If in the

LCG that represents SDF cycle W we follow edges in reverse

direction from v, then eventually a cycle C ′ will be found. By

Theorem 1, C ′ has both the same length and the same delay

as C. We may thus restrict our search to H.
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